
Maternity Catalogue
Everything you need in one place

Small changes 
to help make a 
big difference 

in maternity care



What small changes could 
make a big difference to you 

and your birthing mums?
The challenges for modern-day midwives are unprecedented. For example, 

nursing and midwifery vacancy rates are as high as 10.3 per cent1, whilst the 
sickness rate is 7 per cent2—leaving some maternity services teams very short-

staffed.

Maximising the time that is available to care for mothers giving birth is, 
therefore, paramount. This is where Medline can help. 

Our range of products for maternity-related care/services have been 
developed to help you make small changes that can make a big difference.  

The solution could be a moisture-wicking pad to stop fluids from getting to 
the floor, or a simple C-section procedure pack, available ‘off the shelf’, which 

eliminates time spent on gathering components. It could also be a surgical 
drape that enables immediate skin-to-skin contact for mother and baby, even 

during special circumstances like  C-sections. 

We have everything you need.
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Small changes, big difference
From her arrival on the labour ward to departing with her healthy newborn baby, every mother 
needs a great deal of care and support, to help ensure she has the best birthing experience 
whilst doing everything possible to mitigate risk.

In this section, you will find simple solutions that can save you precious minutes every day, whilst 
also helping to protect mothers from potential harms, like infection and skin damage. 

Birthing Ball Cover
When the mother-to-be chooses to use a birthing ball to help 
her during labour, ensure her protection and a high level of 
hygiene with our Essential birthing ball cover.

Emesis Bag
Disposable emesis bags provide a safe and easy solution for 
the collection, containment and disposal of vomitus—saving 
more time and reducing the risk of cross-contamination.

Item code Description Size

SPTE-ESBB01 Essential ball cover, bilaminate One size

Item code Description Size

EMB01 Emesis bag; blue 144/cs
EMB02 Emesis bag; clear 144/cs

DISP01
Dispenser for emesis bags; 
wall-mounted, holds 24 pc

6/cs
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Spontaneous deliveries

Skin health
Skin health is not always at the forefront of your mind while anticipating the delivery of a 
newborn baby. Still, some women have a higher risk of skin breakdown than others during 
labour and birth.3

The ‘perfect storm’ for skin breakdown can be created by: (i) reduced mobility, due to a 
combination of interventions, including epidural, along with excess moisture via amniotic fluids;4 
and (ii) increased pressure/friction, due to positioning and movement throughout labour.3

Managing moisture and keeping expectant mothers’ skin dry during labour and delivery is a 
crucial factor in preventing skin breakdown.4

Ultrasorbs Drypads Moisture Management System
Absorbs more. Breathes more. Contains more.

Item code Description Size

ULTRASRBE4561 Ultrasorbs AP; 45 x 61 cm 60/cs
ULTRASRBE6191 Ultrasorbs AP; 58.4 x 90 cm 70/cs
CGDRYPAD Comfort Glide Drypad; 91.5 x 145 cm 60/cs
CGDRYPADXL X-large drypads; 101.6 x 203.2 cm 40/cs

Post-partum care
Our perineal instant cold pack offers your patient a complete solution for 
use after birth that combines absorption and cooling. 

Item code Description Size

CPACKP Perineal instant cold pack; with adhesive band 11.4 x 36.2 cm



Small changes, big difference
Nearly 50 per cent5 of all births require some form of intervention, be it C-section or assisted 
delivery (e.g. with forceps). 

Time-related pressure becomes a major factor in these situations, so it is vital that no minutes 
are lost searching for basic components, like drapes, swabs and scissors.

In this delivery suite section, you will find time-saving solutions like an under-buttocks drape 
with double-graduated pouches for measuring fluid loss and containing placenta, or small 
delivery and episiotomy kits to help you save on time used searching for instruments and other 
components.

Delivery drapes 
Medline offers a wide range of under-buttocks drapes to help you protect your 
patients with a proper sterile barrier.

Measuring fluids during a delivery or an episiotomy suture is fundamental, and for 
that reason, Medline developed different pouch options with a graduated scale.

Item code Description Size

8484CEA Under-buttocks drape; with graduated 
pouch 96 x 118 cm

4575CE Under-buttocks drape; with closable pouch 
and graduated pouch 96 x 120 cm

4576CE Under-buttocks drape; with detachable 
fluid collection pouch and graduated pouch 96 x 120 cm

DYNJPE6004 Under-buttocks drape; with pouch filter 
and port 102 x 112 cm

8483CEA Under-buttocks drape; reinforced 96 x 126 cm
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Assisted vaginal 
delivery and 
aftercare

Double pouch 4576CE

Simple pouch  8484CEA
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Assisted vaginal delivery and aftercare

Other drapes 
Below, you will find a list of additional drapes, as well as additional 
leggings.

Item code Description Size

ES10459CE
Essential drape; bilaminate, central 
round adhesive fenestration, Ø 12 cm

220 x 240 cm

ES10453CE
Essential drape; bilaminate, offset 
round adhesive fenestration, Ø 12 cm

220 x 240 cm

ES8420CE Essential leggings; bilaminate 75 x 120 cm
8420CEB Advanced leggings; SMS 79 x 140 cm

Epidural drapes 
Medline has designed this range of drapes for an enhanced experience 
during epidural procedures.

Double pouch 4576CE
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Epidural drape 
8465CE

Item code Description Size

8461CE
Epidural drape in clear PE; adhesive 
upper edge, offset round adhesive 
fenestration, Ø 9 cm

60 x 100 cm

8465CE
Epidural drape in clear PE; adhesive 
upper edge with a pre-cut offset oval 
adhesive fenestration, 6 x 10 cm

80 x 140 cm

ES15003CE

Epidural Essential drape; bilaminat-
ed, adhesive upper edge, central 
diamond-shaped adhesive fenestra-
tion, 8 x 8 cm

60 x 80 cm

ES30009CE
Epidural Essential drape; bilaminat-
ed, adhesive piece per corner, central 
oval adhesive fenestration, 8 x 18 cm

80 x 120 cm
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This standard pack category contains all the drapes and equipment protection you need for 
your maternity-related procedures.

Maternity Examination Pack - ES15310CE

MAP Set ES15310CE

Standard Delivery Pack ES10312CE

Quantity Description Size

1 Essential drape; bilaminate 75 x 90 cm

1
Essential drape; bilaminate, 6 x 12-
cm offset fenestration, 4 adhesive 
patches, 2 anatomical pre-cuts

75 x 120 cm

Delivery Pack - RMMASP02A

Standard Delivery Pack with Double Pouch - ES10312CE

Quantity Description Size

1 Back table cover; reinforced 120 x 140 cm
1 Baby blanket 100 x 105 cm

1 Under-buttocks drape; with a simple 
graduated pouch 96 x 104 cm

1 Essential drape; bilaminate 75 x 90 cm
4 Hand towel 39 x 58 cm
1 Swabs (pack of 10); non-woven, 4-ply, 30-g 10 x 10 cm

Quantity Description Size

1 Back table cover; reinforced 120 x 140 cm
1 Baby blanket 100 x 105 cm

1
Under-buttocks drape; with 
detachable fluid collection pouch and 
graduated pouch

96 x 120 cm

1 Essential drape; bilaminate 75 x 90 cm
2 Hand towel 30 x 20 cm

1
Swabs (pack of 10); woven, 12-ply,  
17-thread

10 x 10 cm
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Assisted vaginal delivery and aftercare

CareSets
Our maternity sets contain metal or plastic instruments, swabs, cups, needles, syringes, trays 
and drapes—all in a blister or a peelable pouch. Find all single-use components needed for your 
care procedures in just one set.

Epidural Set – KER70060A

Epidural Set KER70060

Quantity Description Size

3 Swabs; woven, ball Ø 4 cm
2 Sponge stick 15 cm
1 Cup; transparent, graduated 120 mL

1 Cup; red, graduated 120 mL
2 Syringe, LL 5 mL
1 Needle 18G x 3.8 cm
1 Needle 23G x 2.5 cm

1
Essential drape; bilaminate, oval 
adhesive fenestration, 9 x 12 cm

75 x 90 cm

1 Blister pack; rigid 15 x 20 cm
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Quantity Description Size

1 Back table cover 140 x 120 cm
1 Placenta tray; blue 24 x 28 x 5 cm 
1 Drape 90 x 75 cm

1
Under-buttocks drape; with graduated 
pouch

96 x 150 cm

1 Baby blanket 100 x 105 cm
20 Swabs; non-woven 10 x 10 cm

1
Under-buttocks reinforced drape; with 
graduated pouch

96.5 x 118 cm

2 Towels; absorbent 30 x 40 cm
1 Header bag 38 x 49 cm

Delivery Pack 1 -  RGMA188

Delivery Pack 2 - RGMA224A

Episiotomy Set – KER70023B

Quantity Description Size

1 Back table cover 140 x 120 cm
1 Placenta tray; blue 24 x 28 x 5 cm 
1 Drape 90 x 75 cm

1
Under-buttocks drape; with graduated 
pouch

96 x 150 cm

1 Baby blanket 100 x 105 cm
30 Swabs; non-woven 10 x 10 cm

1
Under-buttocks drape; reinforced, with 
graduated pouch

96. x 150 cm

1 Towels; absorbent 30 x 40 xm 
2 Sponge sticks 18 cm
1 Bowl 150 ml
1 Header bag 38 x 49 cm

Quantity Description Size

10 Swabs; woven 10 x 10 cm

1 Kocher forceps; blue plastic, mounted with 
swab 14 cm

1 Cup 60 ml

2 Kocher forceps; metal 14 cm

1 Scissors; curved 14.5 cm
1 Straight scissors; round tips 14 cm

1 Baby blanket 100 x 105 cm

1 Essential wrapping drape; bilaminate 75 x 90 cm
1 Tray 15 x 20 cm

Episiotomy Set KER70023B
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Assisted vaginal delivery and aftercare

Umbilical Cord Set – KER70025

Quantity Description Size

10 Swabs; woven 10 x 10 cm
1 Straight scissors; blunt 14.5 cm
1 Umbilical clamp; plastic 5 cm

1 Blister pack; rigid 15 x 20 cm

Umbilical Cord Set KER70025

+
Under-buttocks drape; 96 x 100 cm, 
with graduated pouch 

Episiotomy set; drape with pouch - 
KER70405

Episiotomy Pack - 1 KER70405

Quantity Description Size

1 Wrapping drape 100 x 90 cm
1 Tray 25 x 13 x 2.5 cm

2 Swabs (pack of 10); woven, 12-ply, 
17-thread 10 x 10 cm

1 Vaginal tampon; gauze Ø 5 cm
1 Sponge stick; blue, in plastic 18 cm
1 Cup; transparent, graduated 120 ml
1 Needle holder 18 cm
1 Dissection forceps; with teeth 18 cm
1 Straight scissors 16.5 cm
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Episiotomy Pack 2 - CP29162CEA

Quantity Description Size

1 Back table cover; reinforced 140 x 190 cm
1 Baby blanket 100 x 105 cm

1 Under-buttocks drape; with a simple 
graduated pouch 96.5 x 118 cm

1 Essential drape; bilaminate 75 x 75 cm
1 Essential side drape; bilaminate, adhesive 75 x 90 cm
2 Advanced leggings, SMS 140 x 79 cm
1 Hand towel 39 x 58 cm
1 Eclipse gown; standard, XL, 130 spunlace 130 cm
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Assisted vaginal delivery and aftercare

Gowns
Non-sterile gowns
To ensure the best possible infection prevention, Medline offers isolation gowns that are 
resistant to penetration by external fluids and to water penetration.

Item code Description Size

CRIE4040C Isolation cover gown; bilaminate,
neck and waist ties, jersey cuffs, L, yellow 114 cm

CRIE4041C Isolation cover gown; bilaminate,
neck and waist ties, jersey cuffs, XL, yellow 135 cm

Sterile gowns
In case of an emergency, use the UltraGard ‘Peel & Go’ surgical gowns, which are packed in a single 
pouch without wrap or hand towels, to enable easy opening and quick use, whilst still guaranteeing 
sterility.

Essential  
S3645CEC

UltraGard  
E3640CE

Item code Description Size

S3645CE Essential surgical gown; standard, XL, 
SMS, ‘Peel & Go’, without hand towels 130 cm

E3640CE
UltraGard surgical gown; with poly-
reinforcement, XL, SMS, ‘Peel & Go’

140 cm

Suction tubing
ORNEX tubing have universal connectors that allow for easy connection to all medical 
devices used during surgical suction. They are strong and resistant but flexible, making 
them particularly suitable for use with a high vacuum.

Item code Description Size

ORNEX56A Suction tubing; with male and female connectors Ø 0.5 cm x 180 cm
ORNEX510 Suction tubing; with male and female connectors Ø 0.5 cm x 300 cm
ORNEX66A Suction tubing; with male and female connectors Ø 0.6 cm x 180 cm
ORNEX610 Suction tubing; with male and female connectors Ø 0.6 cm x 300 cm
ORNEX76A Suction tubing; with male and female connectors Ø 0.7 cm x 180 cm
ORNEX710 Suction tubing; with male and female connectors Ø 0.7 cm x 300 cm

ORNEX712 Suction tubing; with male and female connectors Ø 0.7 cm x 360 cm
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For their first few days of life, wrap babies in soft, warm and colourful textiles with our Medline 
caps, booties and blankets.

Item code Description Size
MDT211434P 1-ply infant head warmer; polyester, pink and white stripes One size

MDT211434B 1-ply infant head warmer; polyester, blue and white stripes One size

MDTE211434PB 1-ply infant head warmer; polyester, pink and blue stripes One size

MDT211432P Cap/booties set; cotton, pink One size

MDT211432B Cap/booties set; cotton, blue One size

MDT211432W Cap/booties set; cotton, white One size

MDT211433P Booties; cotton, pink One size

MDT211433B Booties; cotton, blue One size

MDT211433W Booties; cotton, white One size

MDTPB3C40STR Baby blanket; cotton, white with blue and pink border stripes 76 x 102 cm

MDTPB3C40DNO Baby blanket; cotton, dinosaur print 76 x 102 cm

MDTPB3C40ELE Baby blanket; cotton, elephant print 76 x 102 cm

MDT01144SAC Sleep sack; polyester, blue One size

MDTDDR116 Infant mittens; pink/yellow/blue One size
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Assisted vaginal delivery and aftercare

Other Medline products for assisted vaginal deliveries

Comfort Glide Repositioning Wedges and Drypads
• Designed with 30-degree tilt to help with repositioning  

and protect bony prominences

• Non-slip base with wipe-clean fabric 

Visitor and patient kits
Medline’s convenient single-use visitor kits can be quickly issued to 
the mother and her birthing partner, saving you valuable time each 
day. 

For more information, see page 16. 

Floor safety solutions
Our complete floor safety portfolio addresses the hazard of falls, as 
well as the need for quick fluid removal and to improve safety in the 
work environment. 
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Small changes, big difference
Over 30 per cent of all deliveries are now done via C-section.5 The post-natal risks are well-
documented but there is also additional pressure on understaffed maternity teams. More 
resources are required for each delivery—combined with longer hospital stays.5

This is why Medline has developed simple time-saving solutions like an ‘off-the-shelf’ C-section 
procedure pack that is readily available and eliminates time spent gathering components for 
each  procedure. In addition, convenient visitor kits are now available for birthing partners, 
making it quicker and easier for them to change into theatre-safe attire.

C-section delivery

Visitor Kit
You may be spending valuable time each day finding scrubs for birthing partners and even patient 
gowns for some mothers set to give birth. How much time could you save if you did not have to do this? 

Medline’s convenient single-use visitor kits can be quickly issued to the birthing mother and her partner, 
saving you valuable time each day.

Each visitor kit contains a disposable scrub suit, shoe covers, white theatre cap and bag for the 
belongings of the birthing partner. The included items lower the risk of infection and make it easier to 
identify birthing partners.

*More colours and sizes are available.

Item code Description Size

P35PBL Scrub suit set; large One size
NONE27378 Mask; blue, with ties One size
FS65360 Cap; white 53 cm
CRIE2010 Shoe covers; blue 40 cm
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C-section delivery

Comfort Glide Repositioning Wedges
• Designed with 30-degree tilt to help with repositioning and protect bony 

prominences
• Non-slip base with wipe-clean fabric

Item code Description Packaging

CGWEDGE 30-degree foam wedges; non-slip base, 
27.9 x 12.7 x 40.6 cm

2/pk,
6 pk/cs

CGWEDGEXL 30-degree foam wedges; non-slip base, 
38.1 x 16.5 x 40.6 cm

2/pk,
2 pk/cs

Item code Description Packaging

DYKQSUITEL4CEA QuickSuite kit (4 components) 2/pk, 6 pk/cs

DYND4090SBE Sahara sheet; 102 x 229 cm 2/pk, 2 pk/cs

DYNDDS4060E Drawn/lift sheet; white; 102 152 cm 20/cs

QSACOVER Arm-board cover; 72.5 x 33.5 cm 100/cs

QuickSuite® Bed and Operating Table Protection System
QuickSuite provides coverage for operating theatre tables during 
C-sections. Specialised items—available as an entire kit (standard or 
customised) or as individual components—can reduce time spent on 
setting up and cleaning post use, as well as protect equipment and your 
patients.

Floor safety solutions
Our complete floor safety portfolio addresses the hazard of falls, as well 
as the need for quick fluid removal and to improve safety in the work 
environment—whether in the theatre or in a delivery suite. 

Double-Sided Floor Pad 
• Absorption on both sides to contain a higher volume of fluids
• Drip-safe, locking fluids away to prevent cross-contamination and easier 

disposal

Item code Description Packaging

ORDSFMAT Double-sided floor pad; 75 x 38 cm 50/cs

Item code Description Packaging

ORLLPBS Liqui-Loc™; small 13/cs

ORLLPBM Liqui-Loc; medium 10/cs

ORLLPBL Liqui-Loc; large 8/cs
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Quantity Description Size

1 Back table cover 140 x 190 cm

1 Baby blanket 100 x 105 cm

1
Essential C-section drape; bilaminate, with adhesive, re-
inforcement, 37 x 32-cm fenestration, full incise film, 360° 
fluid collection pouch, arm-board covers 

196/250 x 314 cm

1 Swabs; pack of 5, XR 45 x 45 cm

1 Suction tubing CH 21, 300 cm, ø 0.7 cm

1 Scalpel Nº 23

1 Needle counter gold 20 CT

1 Cup 120 ml

1 Bowl; blue 500 ml

2 Swabs; pack of 5, XR 10 x 7.5 cm

1 Kidney dish; clear 800 ml

1 Tray 31 x 24 x 7 cm, 3,000 ml

1 Umbilical clamp ST

Components Main drape

Smart C-Section Pack I for Full Incision - RGMASP04
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C-section delivery

C-Section Pack 1 - TB29194CE

Quantity Description Size

1 Back table cover; reinforced 120 x 140 cm

1 Back table cover; reinforced 140 x 190 cm

1 Baby blanket 100 x 105 cm

1
Caesarean Ultimate drape; trilami-
nate, with 30 x 36-cm incise film, 19 x 
19-cm pear-shaped opening, U pouch

196/249 x 300 cm

2 Hand towel 20 x 30 cm

1 Tape; adhesive 9 x 50 cm

C-Section Pack 1 TB29194CE

C-Section Pack 2- ES10856CE

Quantity Description Size

1 Back table cover; reinforced 120 x 140 cm

1 Back table cover; reinforced 140 x 190 cm

1 Baby blanket 100 x 105 cm

1

Essential C-section drape;  
bilaminate, with 32 x 38-cm 
Incise film, 18 x 18-cm pear-shaped 
opening, 360° pouch

190/260 x 311 cm 

4 Hand towel 20 x 30 cm

2 Tape; adhesive 9 x 50 cm

C-Section Pack 2 ES10856CE
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Other Medline products for C-section delivery

Sterile gowns
When a sterile field is needed, your healthcare team can choose 
from one of our sterile gowns with wrap and hand towels. 

This is a non-exhaustive list of our wrapped surgical gowns with 
hand towels. Please contact your account manager for more 
information. 

See ‘Assisted vaginal deliveries’ section. 

Epidural drapes
Medline has designed this range of drapes for an enhanced 
experience during epidural procedures.

See ‘Assisted vaginal deliveries’ section. 

Item code Description Size

S3545CEC OPS Essential Standard gown; with 2 hand 
towels and wrap 130 cm

E3540CEA
OPS Ultragard High Performance Surgical 
gown; with poly-reinforcement, 2 hand 
towels and wrap

140 cm
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C-section delivery

Evaluate
today

Item code Description Packaging

ES10850CE C-section drape skin; with fenestrated incise 
film, 360-degree FCP, 196/240 x 311 cm 6/cs

Immediate skin-to-skin contact
The birth of a baby is a unique experience and provides moments that should be treasured. 
Those moments include skin-to-skin contact, a moment like no other, which is instrumental 
to mother-baby bonding. For this reason, the World Health Organization (WHO) recommends 
it is facilitated.1

However, special circumstances like caesarean sections delay not only the moment for skin-
to-skin contact, but also, potentially, the onset of lactation and need for supplementation.

This is why Medline has worked with key opinion leaders (KOLs) to develop evidence-
based solutions that enable more mothers to enjoy skin-to-skin contact, even in special 
circumstances.

Medline Skin-to-Skin Drape
After two years in development, Medline has created a new skin-to-skin 
drape, which ensures it is easier to safely have skin-to-skin contact whilst in 
the operating theatre. 
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Curettage necessities
Uterine Curette
Medline is committed to providing a wide range of 
disposable vacuum curettes. Thanks to moulded markings 
for size and correct tip orientation, our curettes ensure safe 
and effective aspiration.

Wide-Bore Tubing
Medline’s swivel handle fits the most popular styles of curettes 
and adapts to most vacuum source connections. Made of 
transparent rigid plastic, the handle rotates up to 360 degrees to 
ensure the surgeon’s comfort. A thumb-indexed ring also slides 
easily over the suction vents to securely control the suction.

Item code

Description

Size

Straight Curved Internal diameter Length

UCS07 UCC07 Sterile curette; K-resin, latex-free, DEHP-free 7 mm 19 cm

UCS08 UCC08 Sterile curette; K-resin, latex-free, DEHP-free 8 mm 19 cm

UCS09 UCC09 Sterile curette; K-resin, latex-free, DEHP-free 9 mm 19 cm

UCS10 UCC10 Sterile curette; K-resin, latex-free, DEHP-free 10 mm 19 cm

UCS11 UCC11 Sterile curette; K-resin, latex-free, DEHP-free 11 mm 19 cm

UCS12 UCC12 Sterile curette; K-resin, latex-free, DEHP-free 12 mm 19 cm

UCS14 UCC14 Sterile curette; K-resin, latex-free, DEHP-free 14 mm 24 cm

Item code Description Size

TUB106H Wide-bore tubing with a swivel handle; 10-mm inner diameter, PVC, latex-free, DEHP-free 2 m

TUB1010H Wide-bore tubing with a swivel handle;10-mm inner diameter, PVC, latex-free, DEHP-free 3 m

TUB106 Wide-bore tubing; 10-mm inner diameter, PVC, latex-free, DEHP-free 2 m

TUB1010 Wide-bore tubing; 10-mm inner diameter, PVC, latex-free, DEHP-free 3 m

TUBH Swivel handle; 10-mm inner diameter, PVC, latex-free, DEHP-free N/A
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Accessory Port
Used to convert an accessory port into a patient port 
on a canister, it is compatible with wide-bore 10-mm 
inner diameter tubing.

Disposable Sampling Cup
The specimen cup collector effectively separates tissue from 
fluids by using an integrated filter.

You can fix the cup to the suction canister via the patient port 
or the tandem port (with a loose male adaptor), and connect it 
to 10-mm inner diameter tubing.

Sampling devices
To collect and retain specimens for analysis, insert the 
specimen sock into the accessory port of the Medline Suction 
Canister. This disposable item also connects to 7- to 10-mm 
inner diameter suction tubing. 

Item code Description Size

ORADAPT10 Blue port convertor; PP, 
latex-free Ø 10 mm x 10 cm

Item code Description Size

OR84 Specimen cup; transparent Ø 10 mm x 10 cm

Item code Description Size

OR123 Sock; short, white Ø 7 mm x 9 cm

OR124 Sock; standard, blue Ø 10 mm x 23 cm

OR125 Sock; white, standard Ø 7 mm x 23 cm

OR169 Sock; standard, yellow Ø 12 mm x 23 cm

C-section delivery



Kits assembled according to article 12 of the directive 93/42 EEC or article 22 under the new regulation 2017/745. Each component of a kit is individually CE marked. 
The legal manufacturer as well as the CE marking is detailed to the component on the labeling of the customized kits, according to Article 12/22. 

The medical devices listed in this brochure are intended for use by healthcare professionals. Before use, consult the instructions and precautions on the corresponding labeling.

All rights reserved. We reserve the right to correct errors.
© 2022 Medline Industries LP. Medline is a registered trademark of Medline Industries LP. ML939_EN 04/2024

FOLLOW US 

For more information 
about our products, 
please contact your 
account manager or 
visit our website at 
medline.eu/uk

These products are class I sterile medical devices intended to be used by healthcare professionals. 

NS-FE3545, NS-E3540, E3516-BULK, E3513-BULK, S3545B-BULK, SPTE-S3509, FS3545-BULK, S3540-BULK, S3516-BULK, 
S3512-BULK, S3513-BULK are class I sterile medical devices intended to be used by healthcare professionals. 

49721-EU is a class I non-sterile medical device intended to be used by healthcare professionals. 

872306 is a class IIa non-sterile medical device intended to be used by healthcare professionals. 

09054 is a class IIa sterile medical device intended to be used by healthcare professionals. 

Medline International France SAS
5 Rue Charles Lindbergh,
44110 Châteaubriant, France

Medline International France SAS
5 Rue Charles Lindbergh,
44110 Châteaubriant, France

Medline International France SAS
5 Rue Charles Lindbergh,
44110 Châteaubriant, France

Laboratoire Tétra Médical
59 avenue Rhin Danube, 
07100 Annonay, France

NOBAMED Paul Danz AG
Höltkenstr. 1-5, 
58300 Wetter (Ruhr), Germany

Drapes

Gowns

Other products

Medline Industries Ltd
3rd Floor
Quayside Wilderspool Business Park
Greenalls Avenue
Warrington WA4 6HL
United Kingdom 
Tel.: +44 844 334 5237 

www.medline.eu/uk
uk-customerservice@medline.com

Medline Ireland Ltd
1 Grant’s Row
Mount Street Lower
Dublin 2
Ireland
Tel.: +353 1 691 73 06

www.medline.eu/ie
ie-customerservice@medline.com

1) https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/publications/statistical/nhs-vacancies-survey/april-2015---june-2021-experimental-statistics#:~:text=Data%20 
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2) https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/publications/statistical/nhs-sickness-absence-rates/july-2021-to-september-2021-provisional-statistics
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Suction tubing are class I sterile medical devices intended to be used by healthcare professionals. 

Comfort Glide is a class I non-sterile medical device intended to be used by healthcare professionals. 

Uterine curette and wide-bore tubing are class IIa sterile medical devices intended to be used by healthcare professionals. 

Accessory port (ORADAPT10), sampling devices and disposable sampling cup are class I non-sterile medical devices intended to be used by healthcare professionals. 
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